Luke 2:1-7

Jesus Is Born!
Retell: Use manger scene figures to act out this story. If you don’t have a manger scene, use toy dolls or people you’ve made from paper. Or use yourselves!

Wonder: Wonder how it feels to have no place to sleep except a barn. Why would God plan it so that Jesus was born in a stable?

Pray: Insert your name in these words: God loved __________ so much that he gave his only son, born as a baby so that ___________ will have new and lasting life. Thank God for the gift of Jesus.

Praise: Mary knew her baby would have a special name. What other names do you know for Jesus? Shout out his names in praise to God.

Share: Talk about a time you waited for a special event to finally happen. Imagine how Mary and Joseph felt the day Jesus was born.

Respond: Pretend you are in the stable and can see Mary holding the baby Jesus. What is it like to imagine that God’s greatest gift is right there?